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I am a innovation consultant, 
for Ciheam Bari I am in charge of 
developing programs to support 
entrepreneurship and startups, 
managing open innovation 
programs that bring together 
students and companies.



V.U.C.A



The Volatility, Uncertainty, Complexity and 

Ambiguity (VUCA), is now becoming the ‘new 
reality’.

VUCA
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Ambiguity



Showed us that uncertainty is the only 
certainty we have



+

People and business, are living 
in a VUCA SCENARIO



+

Startup



Startup models were always designed for a 
high-risk-and-uncertainty environment. 
Established businesses need to think and act 
more like startups. They have to continuously 

experiment and discover new ways to create value, 

validate and adapt their model, recognize and 

adapt to changes more rapidly all while continuing 

to execute and scale the business.



BEST DEFINITION
WHAT IS A STARTUP?

A startup is a human institution 
designed to deliver a NEW 
PRODUCT OR SERVICE UNDER 
conditions of extreme 
UNCERTAINTY.”

Eric Ries, author of The Lean Startup

+



A startup iterates and pivots as often as necessary 

and as long as it can survive to hit upon a 

repeatable business model, at which point it 

becomes an established business, executing a 

proven business model; then turns around and 

disrupts itself all over again.

In a VUCA world, all businesses need to learn, 
adapt and act like startups to survive and 
thrive.



Agility in an ever changing world



+

GOOD NEWS

Companies are starting to look for this STARTUP 
MINDEST EVEN AMONG THEIR EMPLOYEES. 
Important not only for personal projects.
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GOOD NEWS

Companies are starting to look for this STARTUP 
MINDEST EVEN AMONG THEIR EMPLOYEES. 
Important not only for your projects.

Intrapreneurship VS
Entrepreneurship  



The intrapreneur is the professional who works 
within the company, but with an entrepreneurial 
mindset.

A person oriented towards the achievement of 
objectives and not only towards the 
performance of his duties. Motivated, capable of 

being proactive, of generating innovative ideas and 

projects



Startup is not a 
smaller version of 
a large company

+

The experience with NaturaSI



Startup is not a 
smaller version of 
a large company

+



WHAT IS A STARTUP?“

“A company that is confused 
about 1) what its product is, 
2) who its customers are, and 
3) how to make money. 

As soon as it figures out all 3 
things, it finish to be a startup 
and then becomes a real 
business. Except most times, 
that doesn’t happen” 

Dave Mcclure  500starups

+



More than 90% of startupf fail

+
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According to you, what 
should have a project or 
a startup to be successful?



+

Idea alone is useless.
(Until it becomes concrete 
project it has no value).



+

"Ideas, without their 
execution, are  hallucinations”

Thomas Edison



Too many startups begin with an idea for 

a product that they think people want.

They then spend months, sometimes 

years, working on that product without 
ever showing to the customers. 



When customers communicate through 
their indifference that they don't care 

about the idea, THE STARTUP FAILS.

VUCA



+

4,000.0000 NEW  APP xY
       30,000 NEW  APP xM
         1,000 NEW  APP xD

Why would anyone use yours?
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We have to solve a problem
when we launch product / service.
VALID first.

REALIZES THINGS THAT THE
PEOPLE WANTS.



+
WHAT DOES VALIDATION MEANS?

Before investing time, money in a project 
ask yourself:

1_I'm going to solves a market problem? 
Or a niche?

2_Or is the problem only in my head?

3_If I have validated a problem and found 
a solution, is there anyone willing to pay?

4_How do they want to pay?



LEAN 

Methodology that avoids waste 
and minimizes investments,
analyzing the market before 
developing the product

Create a VALIDATE product that 
has already found market 
approval.

+



+





But, what people want?

++

We said 90% of startups died because 
nobody needs what they produce



But, what people want?
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The era of customer experience 

The new socio-economic context that we 

are experiencing is characterized by 

consumers who are not satisfied with 
simply buying a product, but ask to 
have profound experiences of 
interaction with brands.



+

Vocal assistant



+



We live in the age of the 
consumer who wants 
ENRICHED EXPERIENCES 
that improve their lives.

+



OBSESSION FOR THE 
CUSTOMER

The most profitable companies 
are those that are investing in 
experience and manage to put the 
PEOPLE 
at the center in their design.

+
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Since 2010, who earn more per dollar 
invested, are those
GIVING POWER TO THE CONSUMERS



$ 0.30 
Goods

$ 0.80 
Products

The added value
of experience

$ 1.50 
Services

$ 4.50 
Experiences

+
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Disruptors are changing
customer EXPECTATIONS.

Think about Amazon



+

Who raises the bar raises it for everyone.

apps live with other apps,
we want same interaction
even in non-related markets.
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BUT HOW CAN THE 
EXPERIENCE BE DEFINED?

A particular event that persists 
in memory, and engages the 
customer on a personal level in 
the act of consumption. 



+

It includes everything you feel 
before (EXPECTATIONS), 
during (TRUE EXPERIENCE) 
and after (MEMORY).
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But it is possible to DESIGN
the EXPERIENCE?
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Sure! We will try to do it
with a little bit of
DESIGN THINKING.



+

DESIGN THINKING OFFERS A 
GOOD FRAMEWORK TO 
GENERATE IDEAS 



+

WHY IT IS SO IMPORTANT?



+

Tim Brown, IDEO’s CEO

“The mission of design thinking is to translate 
observation into insights and insights into products 
and services that will improve lives.”

If we are able to to that probably we will be 
successful



Francesco D'Onghia  
Head of Open Innovation Unit
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SERVICE PROTOTYPES

Il prototipo di un servizio è la simulazione 
della service experience attraverso tecniche 
diverse.
Permette di generare una conoscenza del 
servizio più profonda di quella possibile con 
descrizioni visuali o scritte, sia in fase di 
progettazione che di test con gli attori 
coinvolti.
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